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Significant exchange rate volatility in intragroup gains and losses arising from the 
difference between the rate at which receivables were booked and settled.

Highly fragmented and manual netting process running over several days, and underpinned 
by a time-consuming intragroup entity dispute resolution mechanism. 

Background

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) is one of the world’s leading global 
healthcare companies with around 100,000 employees, 
delivering healthcare products across Pharmaceuticals, 
Vaccines and Consumer Healthcare.

In 2016, GSK initiated a multi-year programme to revolutionise 
its global foreign exchange (FX) risk, working capital and 
Treasury operations, supported by some of the world’s largest 
management consulting and vendor systems partners. 
 
Following the rationalisation and transformation of its Treasury 
accounting environment, supported by Covarius, GSK focused 
its attention on implementing a new Treasury Management 
System (TMS) and improving its intragroup settlements and FX 
gains and losses by leveraging its SAP In-House Cash platform.
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Challenges

Magnitude of manual processes around TMS and between Trading Partners and  
operational entities, resulting in complexity and operational costs.

Lack of technical and process integration between SAP and existing TMS meant that 
hedging was dependent on out-of-date exposure data, resulting in high cost of hedging.  

Intercompany receivables were managed and settled through a legacy physical multi-lateral 
netting solution utilising the group’s month-end accounting spot rate. 
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Approach
Following the delivery of a Treasury transformation roadmap and case for value realisation, GSK mobilised a global 
transformation programme to realise this value, supported by a technology selection process.

Cash, Banking and Treasury 
technology platform vision 

to optimise operations and 
improve FX risk management. 

Adoption of daily FX rate  
to support a global intercompany 

cashless clearing model for  
driving FX volatility reduction .

  

Rollout of SAP Cash 
Management, enabling a 

centralised view of intragroup  
and In-House Bank exposure. 

Implementation of a new TMS, 
FIS Quantum and cashless 
cross-currency settlement 
using SAP In-House Cash.  

Integrated end-to-end process 
re-engineering covering Treasury, 

Shared Services and R2R, 
supporting solutions .
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Depth of technology consulting 
expertise in IT2, FIS Quantum  
and FIS TRAX platforms.

Treasury transformation and 
value realisation roadmap 
delivered previously for GSK.

Advisory strengths in Treasury 
Operating Model transformation  
and process re-engineering.

Proven experience in SAP In-House 
Cash POBO and netting models at 
FTSE100 and listed customers.

Involvement in engineering GSK’s 
programme of cash and banking 
value realisation initiatives.

Knowledge of GSK IT2 nominal 
ledger and previous assistance on 
Treasury Accounting rationalisation.

Why Covarius?
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“Testament to the expertise 
and dogged commitment/
determination of the teams 
to do a brilliant job”
Iain Mackay, Chief Financial Officer, GSK 

Delivery

Implementation of cashless clearing and settlement solution in SAP In-House  
Cash using a daily FX spot rate, specifically for intercompany transactions.

Design of Testing Strategy and assembly of all end-to-end test cases for FIS  
and SAP platforms using HP ALM.

Full end-to-end re-engineering of business processes and procedural 
documentation to support Treasury’s transformed ooperating mode.
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Documentation of end-to-end business, functional requirements and 
comprehensive Treasury technology platform selection support.

Setup of SAP Cash Management on two ECC 6.0 instances using a SAP  
standard distributed cash scenario.

Design and implementation of cash management, electronic confirmations,  
sub-ledger and hedging cockpit solutions in FIS Quantum.
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Impact

Deployment of new TMS and comprehensive Treasury operating model transformation, 
enabling numerous cash, operations and accounting efficiencies.

Substantially de-risked go-live of both TMS and SAP In-House processes and solutions,  
by leveraging a staged go-live cutover strategy.
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Significant improvement in FX gains and losses for intercompany transactions, through 
the realisation of a near-immediate, cross-currency cashless clearing SAP solution .

Accurate, central view of Group exposure, leveraging cash and bank transformation,  
SAP Cash Management and interfacing solutions between SAP and FIS Quantum.
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countries covered by new  
FIS Quantum and SAP 

cashless netting solutions.

reduction in inter-
company FX gains and 
losses across Group.

recurring annual savings 
through cash & banking 

efficiencies
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Centralisation of majority of GSK’s FX exposure to In-House Bank, significantly reducing  
cost and frequency of hedging transactions undertaken.
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50+ > 60% > £3M
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Contact

Covarius UK

+44 (0) 20 3948 1967

405 China Works
1 Black Prince Road
SE1 7SJ
London

Covarius US

+1 888-866-9799

111 Congress Avenue
Suite 500
Austin, TX, 78701

Covarius ZA

+27 (0) 10 003 7760

Suite 207
61 Katherine Street
Sandton, 2196
Johannesburg
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